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Abstract. Many real-world tasks can be modeled as constraint optimization problems. To ensure scalability and mapping to distributed scenarios, distributed constraint optimization problems (DCOPs) have been proposed, where each variable
is locally controlled by its own agent. Most practical applications prefer approximate local iterative algorithms to reach a locally optimal and sufficiently good
solution fast. The Iterative Approximate Best-Response Algorithms can be decomposed in three types of components and mixing different components allows
to create hybrid algorithms.
We implement a mix-and-match framework for these algorithms, using the graph
processing framework S IGNAL /C OLLECT, where each agent is modeled as a vertex and communication pathways are represented as edges. Choosing this abstraction allows us to exploit the generic graph-oriented distribution/optimization
heuristics and makes our proposed framework configurable as well as extensible.
It allows us to easily recombine the components, create and exhaustively evaluate
possible hybrid algorithms.
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Introduction

Many real-world problems, such as scheduling, and positioning or frequency selection
for sensor networks, can be modeled as constraint optimization problems (COPs). Distributed constraint optimization (DCOP) algorithms have been proposed to distribute
the control of variables to different software agents [20, 24]. Zhang et. al [37] distinguish between distributed complete algorithms that find a global optimum but are exponential and local iterative algorithms that only reach local optima, but do so avoiding
exponential complexity. One subclass of local iterative algorithms, identified by Chapman et al. [4], is the approximate best-response algorithms, where agents can only observe the states of their neighbors. Chapman et al. propose a unifying theoretical framework for this class, which brings together local search algorithms and adaptive learning
heuristics proposed in the Game Theory literature. They show that algorithms coming
from both literatures share the same properties and that they can each be split into different components. This decomposition enables the creation of hybrid algorithms [5]
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and is the reason for which our software framework is strictly targetting the class of
local iterative approximate best-response algorithms.
In this paper we model DCOPs in a graph processing framework, where agents are
represented as active vertices and two variables/vertices that share a constraint can communicate their values to one another via edges. On the other hand, agents are also seen
as a mix between different types of components, as described by Chapman et al. By only
looking at the utility on the vertex, we can support constraints with multiple variables.
Modeling the DCOP in this manner enables us to take advantage of optimization heuristics available in distributed graph processing frameworks such as S IGNAL /C OLLECT
[27, 29] and would also allow for the processing of larger problems. As a side-effect
of this modeling approach we can also detect algorithm convergence for some algorithms in a distributed fashion, speeding up algorithm termination, and having a way to
precisely determine convergence.
In summary, the contributions of this paper are the following: First, we provide
a framework implementation for Local Iterative Best-Response Algorithms1 based on
a distributed graph processing framework simulating the agents. Second, we provide
implementations for components of well known DCOP algorithms— the Distributed
Stochastic Algorithm (DSA) with two of its variants (A and B) [32, 1], a variant of Distributed Simulated Annealing (DSAN) [1], Joint Strategy Fictitious Play with Inertia
(JSFPI) [18], Regret Matching [8], and Weighted Regret Matching with Inertia (WRMI)
[2]. We easily combine components into hybrid algorithms, and evaluate these. Since
we rely on a graph processing abstraction, the algorithms can easily be run both synchronously and asynchronously. Third, we introduce automatic convergence detection,
again leveraging the capabilities of the underlying graph-processing framework. Last,
we extend Chapman et al.’s [5] comparison of algorithms by providing a way to easily
and exhaustively mix and match the components.

2

Related work

Distributed Constraint Optimization Problems A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP)
consists of: a set of variables , a set of domains from which each variable is allowed to
take a value, and a set of constraints over subsets of the variables, which all need to be
satisfied by an assignment of values to the set of variables. A Constraint Optimization
Problem (COP) [22] assigns a utility function for the satisfaction or violation of each
constraint with the given values of the variables over which the constraint was defined.
The goal is to find the variable assignment that will maximize the global utility function,
typically defined as the sum of utilities over all constraints.
A Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problem (DCSP) [35] is produced when each
variable is controlled by an agent. Analogously, a Distributed Constraint Optimization
Problem (DCOP) [13, 21, 9, 10] shares the same characteristic as a DCSP with the added
utility functions defined for COPs. As Chapman et al. [4] underline, we can define
a private utility function for each agent, which will depend on the satisfaction of all
constraints in which the variable (controlled by the agent) is involved (typically the
1

The framework is open source, implemented in Scala, and can be found on
github.com/elaverman/cuilt on the branch ”optmas”
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sum of utilities over all these mentioned constraints). Thus, the private utility of the
agent will depend on its own state (the value of its variable) and on the states of all
neighboring agents. The neighborhood relation is defined between two agents for which
there exists a constraint over a subset that contains both their variables.
Iterative Approximate Best-Response Algorithms for DCOPs Chapman et al. [4] categorize algorithms for DCOPs into three main classes, and the one they focus on is
represented by the approximate best-response algorithms, where agents can only be
aware of their immediate neighbors’ states. In [4] and [5], a theoretical unifying framework is proposed for iterative approximate best-response algorithms, which come from
both game theory and computer science backgrounds. Based on the demonstration that
DCOPs can be formulated as potential games, they prove that the algorithms from both
literatures are equivalent in functionality and can be used for solving DCOPs and, more
generally, for finding Nash equilibria in potential games.
This theoretical framework decomposes the algorithms into three components, making them easily comparable and more pluggable, in order to create new hybrid algorithms (Chapman et al. [5] introduce several hybrid algorithms based on the observed
qualities of the components). An algorithm contains:
the state evaluation, which consists of updating an algorithm-specific target function
to evaluate prospective states
the decision rule, which represents how the agent decides which action to take next
by using the already computed target function from the state evaluation step; most
algorithms use either stochastic or argmax functions;
the adjustment schedule, which refers to the order in which the agents execute their
processes and is mostly left unspecified, but it can either be parallel (purely parallel:
also called flood, or parallel random: also called ”with Inertia”), or preferential.
There are implemented frameworks for algorithms for Distributed Constraint Optimization Problems (such as FRODO [12], D IS C HOCO 2 [33], DCOP OLIS[31] and
AgentZero [14]), but to our knowledge, none is tailored for local iterative best-response
algorithms or takes advantage of the modularity described by Chapman et al. Our framework seeks to model exactly that, and we implement it inside a graph processing framework that comes with several other benefits.
The S IGNAL /C OLLECT framework [27, 29] is a framework for distributed large-scale
graph processing implemented in Scala.2 The programming model is vertex-centric
with vertices that communicate with each other via signals that are sent along directed
edges. Each vertex collects the received signals to update its state, while the edges send
signals to their respective target vertices to inform them about state changes. An algorithm is specified by providing the graph structure, initial states, as well as the SIGNAL
and COLLECT functions for the vertices and edges respectively.
Consider the example of computing the Single-Source Shortest Path in a graph that
only has positive edge weights. First, we initialize the state of the source vertex with 0
2

S IGNAL /C OLLECT is open source and more details about it can be found on the website:
www.signalcollect.com.
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and of the other vertices with infinity. With the S IGNAL function, vertices “message”
their neighbors their own state plus the weight of the connecting edge. The C OLLECT
function updates a vertex’s state to the minimum of the current state and all incoming
messages (or signals). In the end, every vertex will have as its state the length of the
shortest path from the source to itself. Other examples of common algorithms that can
be modeled in S IGNAL /C OLLECT are the computation of PageRank, label propagation,
or cellular automata. The framework has also been used as a basis for more complex
systems, such as a triple store [30, 28], a system for fraud detection [26], and an implementation of Probabilistic Soft Logic [15].
We chose S IGNAL /C OLLECT not only because DCOPs can map well to graph abstractions, but also because of the capabilities and unique features of this graph processing framework. The framework executes algorithms expressed in this model in parallel
on the same machine, or distributed over a cluster, which, in the future, would enable
us to look at large scale problems. It also allows both synchronous and asynchronous
scheduling of the SIGNAL/COLLECT operations. Scheduling is optimized with scoring functions that can implement heuristics such as “only collect when a signal was
received” or “only signal if the state has changed”. The framework allows to run aggregation operations over the graph, which offer insight and control over all the vertices in
the graph. Convergence detection can either be based on detecting a change in scores
or can be based on the result of global aggregations over the vertices. The scoring and
convergence detection enables us to implement automatic algorithm termination.

3

An extensible Framework for Local Iterative Best-Response
Algorithms

In this section, we show how our framework is designed and shortly discuss the four
approximate best-response algorithms we implemented as examples.
Variables are represented as vertices; the neighborhood (two variables sharing at
least one constraint) relationship is described by edges. The utility function of the
“agent” responsible for a variable is dependent on the state of the adjacent vertices.
The algorithm will be specified by the way in which the different components are
mixed and matched. To add different components, we use Scala traits, which can be
easily combined. In Figure 1, we can observe the base Algorithm trait, with the types
it needs and the methods that it requires. Implementations for the other traits in the
diagram then get mixed and need to cover all the required methods of the Algorithm.
The agent’s state is completely encoded in a State type. The state can have different
implementations, specified by implementations of the StateModule, and dependent on
the information that needs to be stored by an agent.
The methods are each provided by implementations of the several modules that extend Algorithm: the AdjustmentSchedule, DecisionRule and TargetFunction, providing
the functionality described by Chapman et al. [4], and the added TerminationRule and
Utility modules.
A specific algorithm has methods for creating specific vertices and edges, which can
then be added to a graph. The SignalCollectAlgorithmBridge provides the implementations for these methods and for the vertex and edge. The DcopVertex, defined on the
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<<trait>> AdjustmentSchedule
shouldConsiderMove()
<<trait>> DecisionRule
computeMove()
isInLocalOptimum()
isInLocalOptimumGivenUtilitiesAndMaxUtility()
<<trait>> TerminationRule
shouldTerminate()
<<trait>> TargetFunction
computeCandidates()
computeExpectedUtilities()
updateMemory()
<<trait>> Utility
computeUtility()

<<trait>> StateModule

<<trait>> Algorithm
<<trait>> StateType
id: AgentId
centralVariableValue: Action
domain: Set[Action]
neighborActions: Map[AgentId, Action]
withCentralVariableAssignment()
withUpdatedNeighborActions()
computeExpectedNumberOfConflicts()
updateNeighborhood()
createInitialState()
createVertex()
createEdge()
shouldConsiderMove()
computeMove()
isInLocalOptimum()
shouldTerminate()
computeExpectedUtilities()
updateMemory()
computeUtility()
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<<trait>> StateInterface extends

StateType
createInitialState()
<<trait>> SignalCollectAlgorithmBridge

DcopVertex extends
DataGraphVertex [AgentId, State]
id: AgentId
initialState: State
changeMove()
collect()
updatedState()
isConverged()
isStateUnchanged()
scoreSignal()

DcopEdge extends DefaultEdge [Id]
signal()
createVertex()
createEdge()

Fig. 1. Simplified diagram of the Algorithm trait and the traits defining the modules.

bridge, ties up together all the components provided by other modules, and describes,
through its C OLLECT method, the behaviour of an agent at every step. It extends one of
the default types of vertices defined in S IGNAL /C OLLECT, the DataGraphVertex. The
S IGNAL method is defined on the DcopEdge that extends the DefaultEdge provided
by the graph processing framework and, in our implementation, forwards the variable
value to the neighbors.
A collect step is composed by: first getting the new messages from the neighbours
and computing the current configuration and the target function and possibly the memory update (equivalent with the state evaluation phase), second determining if an update
will actually take place by using the adjustment schedule, third, if the update should take
place, then the new state will be created. The way to create this state is determined by
the method withCentralVariableAssignment, defined on the state implementation being
used. This will replace the variable assignment of the old state and potentially update
any other dependent fields on the state.
This model of DCOPs allows to map the actual algorithm implementations from
Chapman et. al’s [4] framework to S IGNAL /C OLLECT. The state evaluation and the
decision rule phases are modeled in the C OLLECT function. The adjustment schedule,
in addition to being modeled in the C OLLECT function, is also impacted by the choice
of either the synchronous (for the flood or parallel random schedules) or asynchronous
execution modes for the graph.
For preferential adjustment schedules such as those used in the Maximum Gain
Messaging algorithm [16, 34], the C OLLECT function would be implemented for the
two stages (when the vertex computes the gain it has from changing strategy, and when
it changes its state if it has the maximum gain out of all its neighbors). Signaling would
be done accordingly. The sequential random schedule, which gives the possibility of
changing the state to only one agent at a time, does not fit the needs for scalability
unless it may be converted into an asynchronous schedule.
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Algorithm 1 DSAN-TD: collect (agent i, time t)
candState := getRandomState
currUtil := Ui [si (t − 1), s−i (t − 1)]
∆ := Ui [candState, s−i (t − 1)] − currUtil
∆tk

pt := if (∆ = 0) then γ else e const
if (∆ > 0 ∨ (∆ ≤ 0 ∧ random(0, 1) ≤ pt )) then
return candState
else
return si (t − 1)
end if

As a side-effect of this modeling approach, we can also detect algorithm convergence for some algorithms in a distributed fashion, by adjusting the SCORE S IGNAL
function, further speeding up algorithm termination. The SCORE S IGNAL function takes
into account if the state changed or not and if the shouldTerminate method on the decision rule returns true.
To illustrate the ease of this mapping, we provide implementations (through the
recombination of components) of four algorithms from the category of iterative approximate best-response algorithms for DCOPs (as highlighted by [4]).
The Distributed Stochastic Algorithm (DSA) [32] is one of the baseline algorithms
usually used for evaluation. An agent only takes into account the states most recently
received from its neighbours, which it considers will be repeated, and given those, it
selects the candidate state that would maximize the utility function.
Arshad et al. [1] provide asynchronous versions of DSA. However, we slightly
adapted this version, in order to be the same as the synchronous one, and the only
difference between the two is determined by the Execution mode.
The decision rule then uses the difference between the utilities of the candidate state
and the past state. Specifically, DSA-A chooses the candidate state over the past state,
with a given probability p, only if the candidate is strictly better than the past state.
DSA-B follows the same procedure except it can also choose the candidate state with
a probability p when it is as good as the past state, but there are still conflicts. Our
implementation comprises of the modified variants, DSA-A and DSA-B, presented in
[1]. Compared to the original variants presented in [36], these modifications randomly
choose a maximizing state when multiple ones exist.
Distributed Simulated Annealing with Termination Detection (DSAN-TD) is a modification of the Distributed Simulated Annealing algorithm [1]. DSAN first selects a
candidate at random. If the candidate state improves the utility, then it is selected. Else,
the candidate is chosen (i.e., exploration) with a probability that decreases over time,
∆
usually e τ , where τ is a temperature function over time.
As presented in a companion paper [7], the original algorithm exhibits oscillations
when running on under-constrained problems. To address this issue, as presented in
Algorithm 1, we need a fixed small switching probability γ in the case where the
∆ between the utility of the candidate and current state is 0. However, because in
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Fig. 2. Solution quality (X axis) vs. computation time in ms (logarithmic Y axis) for the top
10 performing combinations in terms of average solution quality and the top 10 in terms of
computation time. The algorithms and their series can be seen in Table 1.

our framework we need to automatically detect termination, contrary to [7], γ is not
maxN egativeDeltatk

const
.
fixed, but decreases over time. In our experiments we used γ = e
maxN egativeDelta is a parameter that can be set, and it is also used in detecting termination: Each vertex needs to have given a best response and have γ smaller than a
certain , which we fixed at 0.001.

Joint Strategy Fictitious Play with Inertia (JSFPI) [18] proposes to first compute the
average utility over time for each candidate state. The candidate state with the maximum expected utility is then chosen. We also implemented the fading memory variant
described in the same paper, where the past possible states’ utilities are discounted by
a discount factor ρ.
Weighted Regret Matching with Inertia (WRMI, also called Generalized Regret Monitoring With Fading Memory and Inertia in its original paper) [2] is a regret-based game
theory algorithm. The target function first computes the difference between the candidate’s and current state’s utilities, again discounted over time. The positive differences
are called regret. The algorithm picks the candidate with a probability proportional to
its regret. In our implementation, if all regrets are equal to zero, then the previous state
is picked as candidate. We also implemented Regret Matching [8], which computes the
average regrets over time and does not use a discount factor. Due to the probabilistic
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decision rule, termination is detected in this case when for all agents, the values of their
target functions converge.
Besides the components of these algorithms, we also added the -Greedy Decision
Rule [4], which explores with a fixed probability , or uses the argmax function otherwise.
In the next section we present the evaluations of the described algorithms.

4

Experiments

So far we suggested modeling COPs as graph computations and provided implementations of four approximate best-response algorithms based on the S IGNAL /C OLLECT
graph processing model. Thus, we demonstrated S IGNAL /C OLLECT’s suitability for
implementing such problems. We also proposed an adjustment to the DSAN algorithm,
DSAN-TD, that facilitates convergence and we discussed termination detection. In this
section, we provide through our experiments empirical evidence for the suitability of
S IGNAL /C OLLECT’s abstraction for the discussed class of algorithms, and we evaluate
combinations of algorithm components, demonstrating how it is possible to automate
creating hybrid algorithms as Chapman et. al suggest [5]. To evaluate our algorithms we
chose the vertex coloring problem, typically used in the literature to benchmark DCOP
algorithms.
For our hybrid algorithms evaluation, we generated algorithms by taking all possible
combinations of the following components:
Target functions:
◦ MemoryLessTargetFunction – the utility function, like in DSA,
◦ AverageExpectedUtilityTargetFunction – the average utility over previous steps,
like in JSFPI,
◦ WeightedExpectedUtilityTargetFunction (ρ=0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) – the average
utility over previous steps, like in Fading Memory JSFPI,
◦ AverageRegretsTargetFunction, – the average regrets over previous steps, like
in Regret Matching,
◦ DiscountedAverageRegretsTargetFunction (ρ=0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) – the average
regrets weighted by ρ over previous steps, like in WRMI.
Decision rules:
◦ With NashEquilibriumConvergence:
◦ ArgmaxADecisionRule – which selects the argmax candidate state only if
it is strictly better than the past state, as in DSA-A,
◦ ArgmaxBDecisionRule – which selects the argmax candidate state only if
it is strictly better than the past state or as good as the past state and there
are still conflicts, as in DSA-B,
◦ EpsilonGreedyDecisionRule (=0.001, 0.01, 0.1) – which explores with a
fixed probability , or uses the argmax function otherwise.
◦ With SimulatedAnnealingConvergence – the algorithm terminates when there
is a Nash Equilibrium and for all agents γ approaches 0, as in DSAN-TD:
◦ SimulatedAnnealingDecisionRule (const = 1, 1000, k=2, negDeltaM ax
= -0.01, -0.0001) – as in DSAN-TD
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◦ With DistributionConvergence – the algorithm terminates when the memory
used for the target function computation by each agent has converged:
◦ LinearProbabilisticDecisionRule – probabilistic over the values with nonnegative regret (regreti ) or the candidate state is chosen randomly if the
regret values for all actions is 0, as in WRMI
Adjustment schedules:
◦ ParallelRandomAdjustmentSchedule (changeProbability=0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 for
synchronous runs and changeProbability=0.95 for asynchronous runs) – the
probability for an agent to switch to the candidate state regardless of its quality
is given by the changeProbability parameter,
◦ FloodAdjustmentSchedule – all agents change their state to the candidate state.

No. and
Combination
Series
1 (1)
2 (2)
3 (2)
4 (3)
5 (1)
6 (1)
7 (2)
8 (3)
9 (2)
10 (1)

1 (4)
2 (4)
3 (4)
4 (4)
5 (4)
6 (4)
7 (4)
8 (4)
9 (4)
10 (4)

Highest solution quality
DiscountedAverageRegrets-ArgmaxB-Floodrho0.8
MemoryLess-SimulatedAnnealing-FloodnegDeltaMax0.01k2.0const1000.0
MemoryLess-SimulatedAnnealing-ParallelRandomnegDeltaMax0.01k2.0const1000.0p0.8
MemoryLess-SimulatedAnnealing-ParallelRandomnegDeltaMax0.01k2.0const1000.0p0.95
WeightedExpectedUtility- SimulatedAnnealing-FloodnegDeltaMax1.0E-4k2.0const1000.0rho0.6
MemoryLess-SimulatedAnnealing-ParallelRandomnegDeltaMax1.0E-4k2.0const1000.0p0.6
MemoryLess-SimulatedAnnealing-FloodnegDeltaMax-1.0E4k2.0const1000.0
WeightedExpectedUtility-SimulatedAnnealing-FloodnegDeltaMax0.01k2.0const1000.0rho0.8
DiscountedAverageRegrets-epsGreedyParallelRandomeps0.1p0.6rho0.4
MemoryLess-SimulatedAnnealing-FloodnegDeltaMax-1.0E4k2.0const1000.0
Lowest computation time
MemoryLess-epsGreedy-Floodeps0.001
WeightedExpectedUtility-ArgmaxA-Floodrho0.4
WeightedExpectedUtility-ArgmaxA-Floodrho0.6
WeightedExpectedUtility-ArgmaxB-Floodrho0.4
MemoryLess-epsGreedy-Floodeps0.01
WeightedExpectedUtility-epsGreedy-Floodeps0.001rho0.2
WeightedExpectedUtility-epsGreedy-Floodeps0.001rho0.6
WeightedExpectedUtility-epsGreedy-Floodeps0.001rho0.8
WeightedExpectedUtility-ArgmaxB-Floodrho0.6
DiscountedAverageRegrets-ArgmaxA-Floodrho0.2

Exec.

Solution quality
avg
std

Time (ms)
avg
std

sync 0.9971 0.0101 25776.5 10276.8
sync 0.9958 0.0147 2777.4 265.6
sync 0.9951 0.0151 2783.0
async 0.9949 0.0185

744.4

248.5
100.0

sync 0.9949 0.0154 25012.1 1228.5
sync 0.9947 0.0202 24562.0 1059.3
async 0.9944 0.0183 2266.5

303.6

async 0.9944 0.0155

207.9

905.5

sync 0.9942 0.0213 2949.0 2779.3
sync 0.9940 0.0182 24648.2 1815.3

async
async
async
async
async
async
async
async
async
async

0.9509
0.9402
0.9511
0.9447
0.9504
0.9404
0.9433
0.9527
0.9531
0.9333

0.0571
0.0621
0.0534
0.0567
0.0527
0.0614
0.0604
0.0515
0.0506
0.0664

170.1
172.5
173.4
173.9
174.0
174.1
174.1
174.5
174.6
174.6

15.5
19.7
21.4
18.7
14.5
18.3
18.7
17.2
16.1
18.7

Table 1. Statistics for the top combinations in terms of solution quality and computation time. The
numbers in the parantheses in the first column represent the corresponding Series from Figure 2.

In the case of the Parallel Random adjustment schedule, for the asynchronous mode
we ran it with a degree of parallelism p = 0.95. The reason for choosing that specific
degree of parallelism for the asynchronous mode is that the asynchronous mode does
not shield from thrashing behaviour. In preliminary experiments, many runs on the bigger graphs experienced non convergence, even in cases where the synchronous variants
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were able to converge. This, furthermore, leads to the detection of a Nash Equilibrium,
even though the run was not converged. As an example, if we take two vertices that
can both choose either red or blue, in the event that they are scheduled to collect almost in parallel, a thrashing behaviour will occur, but the belief of each vertex is that
it already gave a best response. However, convergence is only detected when no more
changes occur. Therefore, we reduced the degree of parallelism, in order to reduce such
behaviour.
The graphs had 40 vertices and were constructed like the ones in [5], with a chromatic number of 3, 4 and 5 and an average edge density of 3, constraints with utility
1. We had 5 graphs for each configuration, and all the algorithms were run 5 times on
these graphs. The machines that we used for this evaluation have 128 GB RAM and two
E5-2680 v2 at 2.80GHz processors, with 10 cores per processor.
Table 1 and Figure 2 show the top 10 combinations in terms of solution quality and
convergence speed. We can observe four clusters. The bottom cluster in Series 4 is represented by all the top 10 convergence speed algorithms. They all ran asynchronously,
with a Flood adjustment schedule, and with either argmax or epsilon greedy adjustment
schedules. They were all hybrids, algorithms 2-4 being modifications of Fading Memory JSFPI, with a flood schedule, and algorithm 10 being a modification of WRMI with
a flood schedule instead of a parallel random one.
The cluster in Series 1, with highest utility, but lowest convergence speed from the
top 10 in terms of quality, contains combinations that use the Simulated Annealing
schedule, and also a combination of Discounted Average Regrets, Argmax-B and a
Flood schedule. Algorithms 1, 5 and 10 are hybrids, whilst algorithm 6 is DSAN-TD.
None of these runs was asynchronous, and the improved quality comes with a high cost
for computation time compared to the algorithms in Series 4.
In Series 3, with good speed of convergence, we have two Simulated Annealing
combinations run in asynchronous mode, algorithm 4 being DSAN-TD, and algorithm
8 being a hybrid.
Series 2, between Series 1 and 3 when it comes to speed of convergence, contains
two hybrids of DSAN-TD with Flood schedule (algorithms 2 and 7), a pure DSANTD (algorithm 3), and a hybrid of Discounted Average Regrets, Epsilon Greedy and a
Parallel Random schedule.
To summarize, the only non-hybrid algorithm that appeared in the top 10 algorithms
in terms of solution quality was DSAN-TD. The rest were hybrids, most of them using the Simulated Annealing decision rule. In the case of computation time, the top
algorithms were asynchronous hybrids with Flood schedule, most of them using the
Average Weighted Expected Utility target function from Fading Memory JSFPI and either argmax or Epsilon greedy decision rules. From the experiment, we see that hybrid
algorithms can lead to good results no matter if the aim is reduced computation time or
improved quality, and that running the algorithms asynchronously seems to positively
impact speed of convergence.
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Limitations and future work

As our next step, we intend to evaluate the hybrid algorithms on different types and
scales of problems and investigate larger problems using the distributed version of S IG NAL /C OLLECT on a cluster. This will also enable us to detect changes in the behaviour
of the algorithms with regard to graph scale and structure.
In addition, we would like to go beyond synthetic data sets and evaluate the applicability of our approach to real-world constraint problems that contain more complex
utility functions, as well as constraints between multiple variables. That would also
enable us to verify and improve the generalizability of the framework.
It would also be desirable to explore an alternative modeling approach, where both
constraints and variables are each represented as a vertex resulting in a bipartite graph.
This approach, which would simplify the mapping of multi-ary constraints, has already
been implemented in the context of local message-passing algorithms [25] and can be
implemented in the S IGNAL /C OLLECT framework as shown by [19], and by [23] in the
context of loopy belief propagation. Another direction of extension would be to allow
for seamless switching of algorithms for a certain agent.
Another very important step which we are already addressing is to implement more
components, and to enable automatic mixing of components based on a given set of
dependencies between different types of components.

6

Conclusions

Chapman et al. [4, 5] have proposed a way to create new hybrid algorithms. In this paper, we introduce a software framework for local iterative approximate best-response
algorithms that takes advantage of newly emerging graph processing frameworks such
as S IGNAL /C OLLECT and enables the exploration of the entire space of hybrid algorithms. Our implementation comes with several benefits: it is configurable and extensible by allowing us to easily create and mix components into hybrid algorithms that can
then be evaluated in a straight-forward fashion, it has automatic convergence detection,
and it allows us to also exploit the advantages of asynchronously executing algorithms.
In our evaluation, we show that hybrid algorithms can play an important role when
it comes to both speed of convergence and solution quality.
We believe that our findings and our implementation enable more thorough explorations of new hybrid algorithms. Using a graph processing framework for the implementation will also allow in the future to apply local iterative algorithms to big realworld constraint problems.
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